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Summary  
 
The ethics of war is one of the oldest and most important subjects in moral philosophy. Classical 
theologians and philosophers were particularly concerned with the justification of the ‘just war’: 
war conducted in keeping with the precepts of religious views of the time. Their arguments 
influenced the law, policy and action. Contemporary philosophy has seen a revival of work on 
this topic, largely since the publication of Michael Walzer’s classic book Just and Unjust Wars: A 
Moral Argument with Historical Illustrations, written in the aftermath of the Vietnam war. 
Contemporary work in moral philosophy is now one of the most exciting and hotly disputed 
areas in moral philosophy. There is arguably no better subject to study in applied ethics. The 
topics we’ll look at include: 
 

- War and self-defence 
War is not the only context in which the use of lethal force can be permissible. This is 
also true of self-defence. Many philosophers think that we should being to examine the 
morality of killing in war by examining the morality of self-defence. That’s what we’ll do.  

- What kinds of wars are morally permissible? 
It is standardly thought that in order for declaration of war to be permissible certain 
conditions must be met. For example, the war must have a just cause, it must be 
proportionate and it must be necessary. But how should we understand these conditions 
and which kinds of war meet them? For example, do punitive wars? What about wars 
waged in the name of humanitarian intervention? 

- What kinds of actions are within wars are morally permissible? 
As with the declaration of war, actions within wars are generally thought to be 
permissible only if certain conditions are met. This includes the banning of some kinds 
of armament (chemical and biological weapons) and targeting of combatants only. We 
look at these conditions and the justification for them. 

 
After having thought in a bit of detail about the morality of war, we’ll spend the last few weeks 
thinking much more expansively about existential risk as an issue in applied ethics. The core 
questions we’ll be interested in include: 
 

- What are existential risks and why should we care about them? Is increased funding for space 
exploration the right response? 
This material is deliberately rather open-ended. There’s lots to read and think about; I 
won’t try to push you in one direction or another. As is appropriate for your third year, 
you are being given the opportunity to approach these big-picture topics in whatever way 
you find most interesting and illuminating. You can reasonably expect the questions you 
might be asked to allow a bit of latitude in this way too. 

 
Reading 



 
I am not going to set any *required* reading for this course. As it is a final year student it is up to 
you to read widely and wisely; that’s a big part of your job. The following list might help: some 
really good books and articles that are an obvious match with the materials covered in the 
lectures. Take a look, see what’s interesting, and make a judgment – it is all available to you from 
the library either as hard-copy or, more commonly, as e-book (though this is regrettably not the 
case for Frowe’s introduction) or in journals to which you have access as a Durham student. Try 
to search out reading materials by yourself if possible. 
 
These are general books. There’s a lot in here on both jus ad bellum and jus in bello. Frowe’s are 
intros/collections, Walzer’s is a readable classic, McMahan’s is a hard read but is a very 
important recent work: 
 

- Helen Frowe. The Ethics of War and Peace: An Introduction. (Second Edition, 2016). 
- Helen Frowe and Seth Lazar (eds). The Oxford Handbook of the Ethics of War. (2018). 
- Helen Frowe and Seth Lazar (eds). How We Fight: Ethics in War. (2014). 
- Michael Walzer. Just and Unjust Wars. (1977). 
- Jeff McMahan. Killing in War. 2009. 

 
If you’re feeling a bit disorientated, this is a nice article to start you off. 
 

- War and Massacre. Thomas Nagel. Available here: 
https://www.law.upenn.edu/live/files/1301-nagel-war-and-massacre 

 
Some reading on Self-Defense: 
 

- Judith Thomson. Self-Defense. Philosophy and Public Affairs (1991). 
- Michael Otsuka. Killing the Innocent in Self-Defence. Philosophy and Public Affairs (1994). 
- Noam Zohar. Innocence and Complex Threats. Ethics (2004). 
- Jeff McMahan. The Basis of Moral Liability to Defensive Killing. Philosophical Issues. 

(2005). 
- Christopher Kutz. The Difference Uniforms Make. Philosophy and Public Affairs (2005). 
- Helen Frowe: Defensive Killing: An Essay on War and Self-Defense. (2014). 
- David Rodin. War and Self-Defence. (2002). 

 
Some Reading on Jus ad Bellum. 
 
These are all on core issues: just cause and proportionality: 

- Jeff McMahan. Just Cause for War. Available here: 
http://philosophy.rutgers.edu/joomlatools-files/docman-files/Just_Cause_for_War.pdf 

- Thomas Hurka. Proportionality in the Morality of War. Philosophy and Public Affairs. 
(2005). 

- Thomas Hurka. Liability and Just Cause. Ethics and International Affairs. (2007). 
 
These are a bit more specialist material on the legitimacy of particular kinds of war 

- Seth Lazar and Cecile Fabre. The Morality of Defensive War. (2014). 
- David Luban. War as Punishment. Available here: 

https://scholarship.law.georgetown.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1147&context=fw
ps_papers 

- Henry Shue and David Rodin. Preemption. (2007). 
- Michael Smith. Humanitarian Intervention. Ethics and International Affairs. (1998). 



 
Some Reading on Jus in Bello: 
 
McMahan’s view is set out here (and his book above) and is the contrast to the traditional view 
of e.g. Walzer: 

- Jeff McMahan. The Ethics of Killing in War. Ethics. 
https://www.law.upenn.edu/institutes/cerl/conferences/targetedkilling/papers/McMah
anEthicsofKillinginWar.pdf 

- Jeff McMahan. On the Moral Equality of Combatants. Journal of Political Philosophy. (2006). 
- Jeff McMahan. The Morality of War and the Law of War. In a collection but available 

here: http://www.philosophy.rutgers.edu/joomlatools-files/docman-
files/The_Morality_of_War_and_the_Law_of_War.pdf. 

Critics of McMahan: 
- Thomas Hurka. Liability and Just Cause. Ethics and International Affairs. (2007). 
- Uwe Steinhoff. Debate: Jeff McMahan on the Moral Inequality of Combatants. Journal of 

Political Philosophy. (2006). 
 
McMahan on non-combatants: 

- Jeff McMahan. The Just Distribution of Risk between Combatants and Non-
Combatants. Philosophy and Public Affairs. (2010). 

 
A ‘bridge’ reading – a bit ‘ethics of war’ and a bit ‘existential risk’: 

- Gregory Kavka. Some Paradoxes of Deterrence. Journal of Philosophy. (1978) 
A great article to link the ethics of war to existential risk! Available on JSTOR. 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/2025707.pdf 
 

Reading on Existential Risks (and why they’re bad): 
- Nick Bostrom. Existential Risk and Global Priority. 

https://www.existential-risk.org/concept.pdf 
- And an interview with Bostrom: 

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2012/03/were-underestimating-the-
risk-of-human-extinction/253821/ 

- Toby Ord. The Precipice. 2020. 
 
At the other end of things and worth reading: 

- James Lenman. On Becoming Extinct. Pacific Philosophical Quarterly (2002). Available to 
you via your institutional login. 

- Johann Frick. On the Survival of Humanity. Canadian Journal of Philosophy. Here: 
https://scholar.princeton.edu/sites/default/files/jfrick/files/survival_of_humanity_feb
_17_formatted_final.pdf 

Frick is responding to both Lenman and this Broome paper:  
- John Broome. Should We Value Population? Journal of Political Philosophy: Here: 

http://users.ox.ac.uk/~sfop0060/pdf/Should%20we%20value%20population.pdf  
Broome is largely following a theme form the last few pages of the final part of Parfit’s Reasons 
and Persons. 
 
There are lots of people who are into thinking about existential risk in the Bostrom/Ord mould 
including Will MacAskill and Andres Morgenson. You could look at:  
 

- William MacAskill. Are We Living at the Hinge of History? 



https://globalprioritiesinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/William-MacAskill_Are-we-
living-at-the-hinge-of-history.pdf 

- Andreas Morgenson. Moral Demands and the Far Future. 
https://globalprioritiesinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/Working-Paper-1-2020-
Andreas-Mogensen.pdf 

- William MacAskill and Tyler John. Longtermist Institutional Reform. 
https://globalprioritiesinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/Tyler-M-John-and-William-
MacAskill_Longtermist-institutional-reform.pdf 
 
The following books are also worth a look if you’re very keen, tough they come at things 
from a different perspective : 

- Martin Rees. Our Final Century. 2003. 
- Samuel Scheffler. Why Worry about Future Generations?. 2018. 

 
Generally, I’d advise that for this material you look at the working papers of the Global Priorities 
Institute (Oxford), the Future of Humanity Institute (Oxford) and the Centre for the Study of 
Existential Risk (Cambridge). These people all play existential risk together. Their websites are 
nice and easy to navigate and they post the papers there for easy access.  
 
On Space Exploration and Extinction: 

- Nick Bostrom. In the Great Silence There is Hope. 
https://www.nickbostrom.com/papers/fermi.pdf 

- James Schwartz. Our Moral Obligation to Support Space Exploration. On DUO. 
- A short magazine article with some surprisingly good points…: 

https://singularityhub.com/2016/10/19/elon-musk-is-right-well-avoid-extinction-by-
colonizing-space/ 
 

- Schwartz has a new book out with OUP that covers the same material as the article and a 
bit more: 
James Schwartz. The Value of Science in Space Exploration. 2020. 
 

- There are also some articles you could look at in the following collections (though in 
truth they’re a bit hit and miss): 
Schwartz and Milligan (eds). The Ethics of Space Exploration. Springer. 2016 
Eugene Hargrove (ed). Beyond Spaceship Earth: Environmental Ethics and the Solar System. 
(1987) 

 
- I’ll also be quoting from the excellent short book: 

Adam Morton. Should We Colonise Other Planets? 2018.  
Morton thinks we probably shouldn’t bother. 
 
There are lots more references in the handouts on this material. 

 
Discussion Groups 

 
Discussion groups should be in person. Let’s hope we don’t have to move them online due to 
covid. If you do have to self isolate during a discussion group, please read on to the * at the 
bottom of this section.  
 



Discussion groups leaders will have a bit of flexibility depending on the interests of the students 
in the group but below is a guide to roughly what I would expect to be covered (I’ll be using this 
for my groups). 
 
First meeting 
This will be held in either the second or third week of term depending on your timetable. We 
will be reading this piece about the morality of war from the perspective of combatants and its 
effects: 
 

- https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/07/healing-a-wounded-sense-of-
morality/396770/ 

 
Second meeting 
This will be held in either the third or fourth week of term depending on your timetable. Again, 
we will be reading an Atlantic article, this time about whether the Iraq war was just: 
 

- https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/03/iraq-war-ethics/556448/ 
 

Third meeting 
This will be held in either the fifth or sixth week of term depending on your timetable. 
 

- Nick Bostrom. Existential Risk and Global Priority. 
https://www.existential-risk.org/concept.pdf 
 

Fourth meeting 
This will be held in either the seventh or eighth week of term depending on your timetable.  
 

- James Schwartz. Our Moral Obligation to Support Space Exploration. In ‘Course 
Documents’ on DUO. 

 
*For those of you who are meant to be in face-to-face discussion groups but are unable to attend 
on any given week because you are ill or isolating, I have organised online ‘Isolators discussion 
groups’ that you can drop into for the week that you will miss. No need to email me in advance 
– just come along to: https://durhamuniversity.zoom.us/j/2527538732. The readings will be 
those referenced above. The details are as follows: 
 

- First Meeting: Friday 23rd October, 4-5pm. 
- Second Meeting: Friday 6th November, 4-5pm. 
- Third Meeting: Friday 20th November, 4-5pm. 
- Fourth Meeting: Friday 4th December, 4-5pm. 

 
If in addition to this you’d really like to be involved in some way at the time of your original, 
scheduled discussion group, let your discussion group leader know and hopefully you two can 
work something out.* 
 
 

Practicalities 
 

- Assessment  
 



One formative essay (2500 words) due on the 18th December at 12pm on Turnitin (I’ve extended 
the deadline given that covid is messing with the end of term schedule). I’m happy for you to 
write on a question of your own choosing, provided you ok it with your discussion group leader, 
and provided it is close enough to the material on the course this term. But here are some 
questions to think about anyhow: 
 

1. Critically assess the views of one historical philosopher with respect to the ethics of war. 
2. Is realism tenable? 
3. When, if at all, is it permissible to use lethal force in self defence? 
4. Is collectivism alchemy? 
5. When is a war a just war? 
6. Critically assess the moral status of either preventative wars or punitive wars. 
7. Assess McMahan’s program with respect to jus in bello. 
8. Is the moral equality of combatants correct? 
9. Our extinction is inevitable. So why worry about it? 
10. What should we do to mitigate existential risk? 
11. Is the mitigation of existential risk a good reason to prioritise space exploration? 

 
The course will be assessed by a three hour exam in Easter term. You will answer three 
questions, including at least one from this term’s material and at least one from next term’s 
material. 
 

- Lectures 
 
Lectures will be live on Blackboard Collaborate Ultra on DUO and will be available to watch as 
recordings from the scheduled time, and for the remainder of the academic year. You should 
come along to the lecture live – you’ll be able to ask questions and interact with me (and others 
in the meeting chat). If you can’t make it, watch the recordings. 
 
I have started a Discussion Forum on DUO for the course. If you have any questions after the 
lecture and can’t make the informal Q&A then feel free to post on the Discussion Forum (it 
might be useful for others anyway). I’ll look at it regularly. 
 

- Contact 
 
In previous years I have held tea and coffee in my office post-lecture. If restrictions are lifted I’ll 
start it up again. In the meantime: 
 

i. I will hold Applied Ethics Q&A sessions on zoom on Fridays from 2-230: 
https://durhamuniversity.zoom.us/j/2527538732 
Meeting ID: 252 753 8732 

ii. I will be available during office hours every Friday from 9am-12pm (same zoom 
details as above). ‘Waiting room’ system will be enabled. 

iii. If these times don’t work for you and you want to meet with me in person, email me 
on: christopher.d.cowie@durham.ac.uk 

 
 
 
 
 


